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Ov e r v ie w
There is often confusion in the market between the functions of
Content Management and Digital Rights Management systems. This
is understandable as both are dealing with the production and supply
of digital content and share common technologies and techniques.
However they are best thought of two sides of the same coin bicycle:
Both are necessary to have a valuable and practical marketplace that
brings content and relevant usage rights from creators to customers.
Typically, Content Management (CM) is inward-focused and Digital
Rights Management (DRM) is outward-focused. For example, a CM
system will support version control of a digital asset within an
enterprise environment, and DRM will support the downstream
usage of the digital asset after it is traded to a customer.
The CMS Watch defines the objective of Content Management as
being able to “align the content lifecycle with core business and
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editorial processes to reduce production costs and realize greater
value from media assets by enabling users to digitize, catalogue,
convert, transform, and distribute them.“
Content Management has evolved and has now been segmented into
Enterprise Content Management, Digital Asset Management, Media
Asset Management, and Web Content Management.
Similarly IPR Systems divides DRM into:
• Digital Property Management (DPM), and
• Digital Rights Enforcement (DRE).
Digital Rights Management (DRM) involves the description, layering,
analysis, valuation, trading and monitoring of the rights over an
enterprise’s assets; both in physical and digital form; and of tangible
and intangible value. DRM covers the digital management of rights be they rights in a physical manifestation of a work (eg a book), or be
they rights in a digital manifestation of a work (eg an ebook).
Clearly, systems that manage and supply content need to interface to,
or be closely coupled with, systems that manage rights. Figure 1
shows the logical relationship between CM and DRM. As content is
created and managed (eg version control, digitisation etc), traded via
an ecommerce exchange, and delivered to the consumer, appropriate
rights information is also captured and managed in parallel.

Figure 1. CM and DRM Relationship

In many cases the CM functions and the DRM functions have high
dependencies, such as the protection of the content at the consumer
end of the transaction. The terms and conditions agreed on in the
trade will need to inform the content rendering systems to ensure that
the content is only used for the purposes acquired.
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At the point of trading, all the rights information managed is termed
“upstream” and conversely, “downstream” after that event. Most
c o m p l e t e C M s y s t e m s n e e d t o m a n a g e b o t h u p s t re a m a n d
downstream rights over media content.
For example, the eLearning sector has a high degree of re-use of
learning content. In many cases the only thing that the original rights
holders require is that they receive attribution in any new re-creations
of the content. In other cases, royalty payments maybe required to reuse the content.
Current rights management technologies are focused on managing
downstream rights: the flow of content from a publishing organisation
to consumers. This flow is predominantly of relative simple usages or
“passive consumption”. For example, the sale of music content, in
which the end consumer can only play the audio file. A more complex
market requirement is the management of upstream (content
sourcing) agreements which can then be aggregated, managed and
transformed into downstream usage offers and agreements.
A key feature of managing online rights will be the substantial
increase in this re-use of digital material on the Web. The pervasive
Internet is changing the nature of distribution of digital media from a
passive one way flow (from Publisher to the End User) to a much
more interactive cycle where creations are re-used, combined and
extended ad infinitum. At all stages, the rights need to be managed
and honoured with services of various degrees of sophistication.

2

W h a t is C M
In its various incarnations, Content Management is managing the
content creations through metadata and relationships to digital files.
In abstract terms CM handles:
• Versioning: May create new versions or manage versions created
externally. Note however that new versions may have additional
rights holder and be subject to additional legal content sourcing
agreement that will affect how they can be used.
• Formats: Transforms content from one file or presentation format
to another. For example, HTML, PDF, Quicktime.
• Workflows: Managing the sequence of steps through production
and publishing and support for quality assurance.
• Conditional Access: Manage as part of the work flow different
levels of user access to the content.
• Delivery and Publishing: Supply individual and aggregations of
files through appropriate publishing technologies. For example,
FTP, WebDAV, HTTP.
Some CM vendors have added eCommerce facilities to their
applications to support the sale of a specific digital files. Because of the
tremendous duplication of data involved in capturing a rights usage
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record for every piece of content, these systems usually know very
little about who should get paid in the case of each sale (eg royalties)
nor how the explicit terms and conditions for usage should be treated.
This is not what CM should be trying to manage and is much more
efficiently managed by DPM.

3

W h a t is D P M
Digital Property Management (DPM) is concerned with managing
intellectual property over content including:
• The rights holders of content and any existing terms of
agreements.
• The making of offers to consumers that include the terms and
conditions for use of content.
• The creation of agreements for usage licenses to downstream
users for content.
• Interfacing to CM systems to supply the appropriate content
once an agreement is made.
• Interfacing to Party and Identity management systems.
• Interfacing to ecommerce systems for billing acquirers.
• Reporting on license activity and disbursing revenue for the
usage of rights.
The area of most confusion between CM and DPM is with user access
rights. In CM systems, designated user roles (such as Editor,
Administrator, Approver) may have certain “rights” to support them
in the content creation lifecycle (such as changing content or
approving content for publication). These are usually defined by
business rules. However, there is usually no correlation between these
user/roles and ownership of intellectual property over the same
content.
Trading of content has to deliver two parts of the deal:
• The rights to use the content in a range of ways from very
specific (eg consumer can only read once) through to totally
unrestricted (eg use, reprint, lend, give etc).
• The delivery of the content in a digital format that supports (or
limits) its use in the permitted ways.
Supplying content without associated usage rights could be legitimate
or an act of piracy. The end acquirer does not usually know unless
they are provided with clear evidence of the “title of rights” to the
content - both for themselves and from the party providing it to them.
After all there is no value for someone providing supposedly “good
title” to use a work if they have pirated it themselves.
Key requirements for achieving this is the use of Rights Expression
Languages (REL) for describing the terms and conditions of offers and
agreements. These computer readable agreements when embedded in
the content enable the management and tracking of asset usages when
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distributed in controlled environments. An example of a REL is the
Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL). A profile of ODRL has been
endorsed as the international standard for mobile content by the Open
Mobile Alliance (OMA).

4

W h a t is D R E
Digital Rights Enforcement (DRE) is the process of ensuring that
content is only used for the terms and conditions that it was acquired
under. These include such functions as:
• Ensuring that only the usage permissions allowed are enabled.
• Ensuring that any constraints on usage (such as time-based or
count-based) are honoured.
• Ensuring that tracking of content (for example, to support peruse fees) is reported
• Ensuring that content is not publicly distributed
• Supporting the encryption and authorised decryption of digital
content, including public key management
• Ensuring users of content are authorised.
DRE is the “public face” of DRM systems that the majority of endusers are exposed to. As such, the “enforcement” approach to DRM
has left many with serious concerns about usability and long-term
interoperability of encrypted content. Additionally, DRE is constantly
u n d e r a t t a c k f ro m t h e c o m m u n i t y w h o a re k e e n t o b re a k
“unbreakable” encryption techniques.
The most sound strategy is therefore to invest in the DPM system that
can capture and store agreements which in combination then interface
with and drive whatever combination of DRE technologies are
currently relevant.
For instance on instruction from the DPM system the Rights
Enforcement module will apply a series of appropriate protection
techniques: These could include:
• Embed into the file the usage agreement including the identity of
the party downloading the file. This agreement can also be
digitally signed to become “Tamper Evident” packaging.
• Place visible and invisible personalised watermarks on each
page of a document or within a video file or image.
• Using a standard Content Packaging format which would be
generated on demand, include placing all content into a Zip file
and including an XML based Usage agreement.
• Using a public key based content encryption system to protect
sensitive files.
• Supplying the content to “Edge Devices” such as the latest
mobile phones that understand and honour a number of the
usages and constraints as ODRL expressions that are embedded
in the content.
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C M A c c e s s R ig hts v e r s u s DR M Us a ge R ight s
CM Access Rights are defined in relationship to the “role” of the
various parties (ie, Author, Editor, Administrator, Approver,
Supervisor, etc) and are broadly applied via business rules to types of
content.
DRM Usage Rights include Access Rights but also encompass the type
of usage a defined role is allowed to have once they are given access to
content or a database record.
For instance, a user may have access to a record in a database, but do
they have the usage right to print it, extract a copy and email it?
The limitations of managing content based on Access Rights versus a
more sophisticated strategy of relying on Usage Rights is outlined in
the below table:
Access Rights

Usage Rights

Controls access to files, documents, or
records

Manages types of usage of content

Conditional on a users Identity and Role
(sometimes multiple roles)

Conditional on the Usage rights held over the
content
Usage Rights can be conditional on the
Identity and role of the User

Once files and records are accessed the
content usages are not easily controlled

Usage controls can persist after access has
been gained to content
Explicit Usage Agreements are embedded in
the content allowing for “Usage Forensics”
and prosecution of breeches

No understanding of upstream agreements

Understand upstream and downstream
content agreements

Supplying content without the usage rights could be piracy, or it could
be legitimate. The acquirer cannot know unless they are provided
with evidence of clear title: both for themselves and from the party
providing it to them. After all there is no value to you for someone
providing supposedly “good title” to use a work if they have pirated
the content.
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C M a n d D R M A r c hite c tu r e
Rights Management systems in the past have included their own
proprietary but limited media handling modules that understand
rights. Now that Rights Expression Languages are becoming
standardised and the role of rights is better understood, Rights
Management functionality will be provided by much more capable
but specialised rights modules that interface with rights enabled full
featured Content Management systems and media handling modules.
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A complete architecture - shown in Figure 2 - consists of the three core
managed entities of Content, Parties, and Rights. The separation of
functionality into these three specialised entities is critical to allow
future flexibility in the types of usages able to be offered, the level of
content protection provided and the range of supported revenue
models. Within these managed entities there are numerous and
overlapping systems, such as Metadata and Discovery systems. Many
of these systems, such as Identity and Agreements will be closely
coupled.

Figure 2. CM and DRM Architecture

Supporting all these systems are a collection of services that provide
the operational instances to enable the service offerings, such as
Delivery and Payment services. Again, some of these are common
across the systems and also need to support interoperability across the
three core managed entities.
The content supply chain extends across the breath of the three core
managed entities with the support of some of the Services, such as
Workflow and Delivery, for example. The greater the scope of parties,
from content creation, trade, use, and re-use, the more capable the
supply chain.
The content value chain extends across the depth of the three core
managed entities with the support of some of the systems, such as
Agreement and Packaging, for example. The greater the provision of
such services for the end-user experience, the greater the value created
by the supply chain.
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E v o l u tio n o f D R M
Like all technologies, DRM is constantly evolving. We have identified
three generations of DRM.
1st Generation

First Generation DRM approaches simply stated as unformatted text
the rights holders name and claimed all rights over a work when it
was provided to a customer. This statement could be in metadata, in a
Click License, as a Shrink Wrap license or as a footer. Details of any
usage agreements for acquired content would be held in legal
agreements in paper form with no easy way of locating or interpreting
them.

2nd Generation

Second Generation downstream DRM approaches utilized Digital
Rights Enforcement (DRE) technologies to ensure that the permissions
the creator or trader wanted to make available were not breached. A
media file was encrypted to a cryptographic key that is specific to a
computer. The key can permit certain functionality such as reading of
an ebook only. This obviated the need to clearly state and manage the
provenance and rights-holders of a work as only simple consumption
rights were available to acquirers.
Second Generation upstream DRM approaches extended flat-file
Content Management systems to include some unstructured
information about rights holders and the rights held over each media
asset. New versions of a media asset are often managed by “Version
Control” features, but the linkages between the rights and the versions
can easily be lost or become meaningless as multiple assets are
combined and re-used.

3rd Generation

Third Generation DRM approaches, such as those created by IPR
Systems, manage the upstream and downstream rights separately
from the content and the parties, as shown in Figure 3.
In a small implementation the three functional modules may be
included in a single application. In a larger implementation a Content
Management system would manage the metadata and digital files of
the Content, a Customer Relationship Management application
(CRM), Liberty or LDAP/X500 directories would form the basis of the
Party identity management and they would both co-ordinate with the
Upstream and Downstream Rights Management applications. The
rights are also aware of the “layers” of content - as defined by the
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) - to enable
works/expressions/manifestations/items of the same content to be
identified and assigned rights.
This advanced 3rd generation DRM model manages:
• The agreements or offers separately from the content that is the
subject of the agreement/offer.
• A single agreement that can cover many works in many different
formats and layers.
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Figure 3. 3rd Generation DRM Model

• A single work that may be subject to many upstream/
downstream agreements and offers.

• The changing terms of an agreement/offer over time which will
affect the content files being managed and traded.
• Linkages with the identity of parties and supporting
authentication and authorisation services.
• Linkages with content and the delivery of traded content.
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C o nc lu s io n
The next two years will see an explosion in the production and
distribution of digital content over the Internet. Much of this content
will be re-used, aggregated and transformed to increase its
applicability to its various markets. Content Management systems
alone will not be able to cope with this need without addressing the
rights management requirements.
There are applications that are currently being developed that couple
Rights Enabled Content Management Systems with open, standards
based Rights Management Systems. When the integration is
completed they will be at the forefront of the revolution in digital
content marketing.
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